ORDERING INFO:

DM7330-2-D-L-X

SERIES

DEPICTS DIECAST DESIGN

L - WITH LIGHT PIPES INSTALLED OR PAIR
BLANK (DM7) - WITHOUT LIGHT PIPES

PLATING OPTIONS:

- R FOR LOWLUST SATIN EVER SHINING NICKEL
NET INTENDED FOR REWORK
APPL 0.333 OUNCE - MAXTEMP DUE FOR .060 SIZE

- G FOR FLASH GILD EVER SHINING NICKEL
WAVE SOLDER USE ONLY
MAX TEMP DUE FOR .015 SIZE
WAVE SOLDER COMPARABLE
AND EIGHT TEMPERATURE

- N FOR LOWLUST NICKEL
WAVE SOLDER INTENDED FOR REWORK
WAVE SOLDER COMPARABLE
MAX TEMP DUE

MATERIAL AND FINISH:

1) HOUSING ZINC DIE CAST - SEE ORDERING INFO FOR PLATING OPTIONS
2) BOTTOM SHEILD: .032 THICK BRASS; FULL HARD - SEE ORDERING INFO FOR PLATING OPTIONS
3) LIGHT PIPES: CLEAR RE-CARBONATE - NOT INTENDED FOR REFLOW - WAVE SOLDER ONLY
4) SHOWN WITH LIGHT PIPES
5) CASE IS STAMPED "R" FOR ROHS COMPLIANCE
6) OPERATING AND STORAGE TEMPERATURE: -40°C TO +150°C WITHOUT LIGHT PIPE
-150°C WITH LIGHT PIPE
7) TEMPERATURE FROM WAVE SOLDER NOT TO EXCEED 135°C AT LIGHT PIPE
8) GASKET .001" THICK BERMILLON COMPLIANT
   GASKET IS SPOT WELDED ONTO CASE SEE ORDERING INFO FOR PLATING OPTIONS
RECOMMENDED PANEL CUTOUT

NOTES:
1. TURD HOLES, PLATING OPTIONAL
d. PADS AND VIAS ARE CHASSIS GROUND, 40 PLACES